
The Untold Story of Nixon's Appointment That
Redefined the Supreme Court
In 1969, President Richard Nixon appointed Warren Burger as Chief
Justice of the United States. Burger, a conservative lawyer from Minnesota,
was a controversial choice. Many liberals and civil rights activists opposed
his appointment, fearing that he would overturn the Court's recent rulings
on issues such as school desegregation and abortion.
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Burger's appointment was the culmination of a long and bitter struggle
between Nixon and the Court. Nixon had been deeply critical of the Court's
rulings on civil rights and criminal procedure. He believed that the Court
had become too liberal and was out of step with the values of the American
people.
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Nixon's appointment of Burger was a major victory for conservatives.
Burger quickly transformed the Court into a more conservative body. He
wrote the majority opinion in a number of landmark cases, including Roe v.
Wade, which upheld the right to abortion.

Burger's legacy is still debated today. Some argue that he was a great
Chief Justice who restored balance to the Court. Others argue that he was
a conservative ideologue who undermined the Court's commitment to civil
rights.

The Untold Story of Nixon's Appointment That Redefined the Supreme
Court is a fascinating and timely look at one of the most important events in
American history. Author John Dean, a former White House counsel,
provides a unique insider's perspective on the events leading up to
Burger's appointment.

Dean's book is a must-read for anyone interested in the Supreme Court,
American politics, or the history of the United States.

Excerpt from The Untold Story of Nixon's Appointment That
Redefined the Supreme Court

"Nixon was determined to appoint a conservative Chief Justice who would
overturn the Court's recent rulings on civil rights and criminal procedure. He
believed that the Court had become too liberal and was out of step with the
values of the American people."

"Burger was a controversial choice. Many liberals and civil rights activists
opposed his appointment, fearing that he would overturn the Court's recent
rulings on issues such as school desegregation and abortion."



"Burger's appointment was a major victory for conservatives. He quickly
transformed the Court into a more conservative body. He wrote the majority
opinion in a number of landmark cases, including Roe v. Wade, which
upheld the right to abortion."

"Burger's legacy is still debated today. Some argue that he was a great
Chief Justice who restored balance to the Court. Others argue that he was
a conservative ideologue who undermined the Court's commitment to civil
rights."

About the Author

John Dean is a former White House counsel who served under President
Richard Nixon. He is the author of several books, including The Nixon
Defense and Blind Ambition.

Free Download Your Copy Today!

The Untold Story of Nixon's Appointment That Redefined the Supreme
Court is available now at all major bookstores. Free Download your copy
today and learn the untold story of one of the most important events in
American history.
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Shetland Pony: Comprehensive Coverage of All
Aspects of Buying New
The Shetland Pony is a small, sturdy breed of pony that originated in the
Shetland Islands of Scotland. Shetland Ponies are known for their...

How Anaesthetics Changed the World: A
Medical Revolution That Transformed Surgery
Imagine a world where surgery is an excruciatingly painful experience,
where patients scream in agony as surgeons cut and prod. This was the
reality of medicine before the...
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